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MESSAGE FROM THE RANGER
Mrs Kirkham

Yet another busy and fruitful year, with a variety of
tasks undertaken that I and the children have
thoroughly enjoyed carrying out.
My role is funded by our Pupil Premium budget and,
therefore, many of the children I work with relate
specifically to this, although not exclusively. I have
found that by working with these children in very
small groups on vocational tasks has given them a
sense of achievement and purpose.
GARDENING
This activity, although not easy at times, as lots of
weeding had to be done after the
summer holidays, was both
enjoyable and fruitful. Great
preparation for our ever successful
Bring A Plant Day. The children all
wanted to do it again!
BEAR HUNT
Chadley Bear had gone missing and
great fun was had trying to find him. The
children looked everywhere and
discovered lots of interesting things in
the woodland area , singing “ We Are
Going On A Bear Hunt” along the way.
The children were both excited and thankful to find him
hiding in the Clubhouse on the Key Stage 2 playground.

School Clean Up
The children took great pride in tidying up the outside
area of school, which included clearing the guttering
and sweeping up an abundance of leaves. It was great
to see them take pride in their school environment.
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Making a Game for the Christmas Fayre
A challenging , but fun time was had making a Plinko game for
the Christmas Fayre. The children worked well and showed a
great sense of achievement when the
game was finished and they saw it being
used. It proved to be very popular and will
no doubt be used time and time again at
our future Christmas and Summer Fayres.
SEWING
New skills taught here , as most
children had never done this before.
They practised threading a needle
(which often proved tricky) , together
with doing basic stitching in
preparation for doing some sewing in
class. Comments like, “ Wow! I can
sew like my nana now” were so nice to hear.

Staining the Ship
Great team work was shown here
as the children made sure we
looked after some of our play
equipment by protecting it
against the elements by oiling it.
An activity that was enjoyed by
all, despite it being very hot!
COOKING
As part of their Eurostar topic ,Y5/6 made
pizzas. The children used cutting and weighing
skills and were very pleased with the end
result ,as they not only looked scrumptious,
they tasted scrumptious too.

Re-cycling Activities
A mix of recycling games (which
involved deciding which items could be
re-cycled) followed by actual recycling
was carried out.

